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Tracking and data relay
satellite;
Type synthesisAbstract This paper focuses on the type synthesis of two degree-of-freedom (2-DoF) rotational
parallel mechanisms (RPMs) that would be applied as mechanisms actuating the inter-satellite link
antenna. Based upon Lie group theory, two steps are necessary to synthesize 2-DoF RPMs except
describing the continuous desired motions of the moving platform. They are respectively generation
of required open-loop limbs between the fixed base and the moving platform and definition of
assembly principles for these limbs. Firstly, all available displacement subgroups or submanifolds
are obtained readily according to that the continuous motion of the moving platform is the inter-
section of those of all open-loop limbs. These subgroups or submanifolds are used to generate all
the topology structures of limbs. By describing the characteristics of the displacement subgroups
and submanifolds intuitively through employing simple geometrical symbols, their intersection
and union operations can be carried out easily. Based on this, the assembly principles of two types
are defined to synthesize all 2-DoF RPMs using obtained limbs. Finally, two novel categories of
2-DoF RPMs are provided by introducing a circular track and an articulated rotating platform,
respectively. This work can lay the foundations for analysis and optimal design of 2-DoF RPMs
that actuate the inter-satellite link antenna.
 2016 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and










With the rapid development of modern space technology,
space flight vehicles including orbit satellites and manned
spacecraft experience significant increments in both quantity
and performance. This makes spacecraft tracking and survey-
ing operations face great challenges, such as transmission
velocity, coverage rate, and real-time capability, which are dif-
ficult to solve in terms of economics and politics.1,2 To solve
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26 October 2016has been invented and applied.3 A TDRS can track nearly all
flight vehicles in middle and low orbits and relay their data.
This makes the performances of tracking and surveying oper-
ations improved dramatically. As a crucial component of a
TDRS, the inter-satellite link antenna is required to track
and capture inter-satellite links and then realize a higher rate
of data transmission. The data transmission quality is directly
related to the tracking accuracy and velocity of the inter-
satellite link antenna, which all depend on its actuated mecha-
nism with two rotational degrees-of-freedom (DoFs).4
In recent decades, the actuated mechanism of the inter-
satellite link antenna has drawn more and more attentions
from both academia and industry.5,6 A common way to design
the actuated mechanism is to employ a serial structure consist-
ing of two shafts connected perpendicularly, such as the
famous COMETS actuated mechanism.5 With the increments
of the aperture and weight of the antenna, it is inevitable to
design the actuated mechanism with a serial structure toward
a larger size and a heavier weight, which cannot be allowed
due to the limitation of the satellite space. In addition, the
accuracy and velocity performances are the disadvantages of
this actuated mechanism with a serial structure.6 Thus, invent-
ing an actuated mechanism with advantages of good accuracy,
high velocity, and a large ratio of stiffness to size is the poten-
tial direction. Bearing these in mind, the actuated mechanism
with a parallel structure is one of the best options. In this
paper, the actuated mechanism with a parallel structure is
referred to as the 2-DoF rotational parallel mechanism
(RPM). Literatures 7–9 show that the 5R mechanism may be
the simplest structure of the 2-DoF RPMs, in which R denotes
the revolute joint and the axes of these revolute joints intersect
at the same point. Gosselin,7 Lum,8 and Liu9 investigated the
kinematics of the 5R mechanism and settled its kinematic
optimization subjects to the prescribed workspace and the iso-
tropy. By introducing the parallelogram mechanism, Baumann
et al.10 invented a 2-DoF RPM called after PantoScope, which
has been applied to a micro invasive surgery. Driven by the
requirements for a bionic wrist, Ross-Hime Designs, Inc. pro-
posed two novel 2-DoF RPMs named as super seeker gimbal
and Omni wrist, respectively.11 The Omni wrist has been used
to assemble a spatial parallel mechanism by NASA.12 Yu and
Kong et al.13,14 investigated a type of 2-DoF RPM employing
a graphic approach, in which the twist and wrench were
denoted by different lines, and then the constraint of the mech-
anism could be obtained after giving the relationship among
lines. In addition, Carricato and Parenti-Castelli15 analyzed a
2-DoF RPM and claimed that the mechanism has a compact
structure and good robustness. Gogu16 designed a 2-DoF
RPM with isotropy based on the condition number of
Jacobian matrix. Huang et al.17 carried out the kinematics of
a 2-DoF RPM with its structure U&RRU&SPU, in which
U, P, and S denote the universal, prismatic, and spherical
joints, respectively. Using the algebraic properties of displace-
ment subsets, Herve´18 synthesized a kind of nonovercon-
strained orientation mechanism with two actuated limbs.
However, it is concluded from the aforementioned litera-
ture review that: (1) the number of topology structures of
2-DoF RPMs is less than that of other parallel mechanisms
apparently, which would not meet increasing demands in the
fields of aerospace, bionic, rehabilitation, etc. and (2) the
assembly principles for limbs between a moving platformPlease cite this article in press as: Song Y et al. Type synthesis of 2-DoF rotational
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.05.005and a fixed base have not been defined in systematical, effec-
tive, and distinct manners.
Since the introduction of Lie group theory by Herve´,19
numerous literature studies 20–24 have demonstrated that Lie
group theory is very effective for the type synthesis of parallel
mechanisms. Lots of parallel mechanisms have been synthesized
by means of this approach. For example, Li and Herve´20,21 car-
ried out the type synthesis of a class of parallel mechanism in
terms of 3RM2TM, 3RM1TM, and 2RM1TM types, in which
RM and TM denote rotation and translation. Meng et al.22
employed the Lie algebra to calculate the intersection set of dis-
placement subgroups and synthesized the type structures of
limbs. Lee and Herve´23 enumerated limb structures generating
the product of two planar motions named G–G bond, and then
synthesized a class of 3-DoF translational parallel mechanisms.
Li and Herve´24 analyzed the planar-spherical bond and its
generators, and then investigated the type synthesis of 1TM2RM-
DoF parallel mechanisms without parasitic motions.
Based upon Lie group theory, this paper focuses on the type
synthesis of 2-DoFRPMs that would be applied as mechanisms
actuating the inter-satellite link antenna. Having outlined in
Section 1 the significance and the existing problems in the type
synthesis of 2-DoF RPMs, the remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, all available displacement
subgroups and submanifolds are obtained, which are used to
generate the topology structures of the open-loop limbs
between a fixed base and a moving platform. In Section 3,
the characteristics of the displacement subgroups and subman-
ifolds are described intuitively. Bearing in mind how to assem-
ble the selected limbs to a 2-DoF RPM with a fixed base and a
moving platform, the assembly principles of two types are
defined in Section 4 to synthesize all 2-DoF RPMs. In Sections
5 and 6, two novel categories of 2-DoF RPMs are provided by
introducing a circular track and an articulated rotating plat-
form, respectively. The conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Generation of open-loop limbs
Based on Herve´’s work,19,20 the displacement submanifold of
the moving platform of a 2-DoF RPM can be described as
fMPg ¼ fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞg ð1Þ
where fMPg represents the displacement submanifold of
the moving platform, P denotes the rotational center of the
2-DoF RPM, u and v represent the rotational axes of the
2-DoF RPM, and fRðP; uÞg and fRðP; vÞg denote the 1-D
rotation about axis passing through point P and paralleling
with unit vectors u and v, respectively. It is worth noticing that
the 2-DoF RPMs synthesized in this paper are considered as
realizing two rotations about the center of the moving
platform.
Since all the limbs of the 2-DoF RPM share the same mov-





fMig i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n ð2Þ
where fMig represents the displacement subgroup or subman-
ifold of the ith limb of the 2-DoF RPM, and can be further







































































































Table 1 Potential limb motions for 2-DoF RPMs.
Motion type Displacement subgroup or submanifold
2RM fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞg
2RM1TM fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfTðmÞg
2RM2TM fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfTðPluÞg
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfTðPlvÞg
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfTðPlcÞg
2RM3TM fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfTg
3RM fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfRðP; gÞg
3RM1TM fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfRðP; nÞgfTðmÞg
3RM2TM fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfRðP; nÞgfTðPluÞg
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfRðP; nÞgfTðPlvÞg
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfRðP; nÞgfTðPlcÞg
3RM3TM fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfRðP; nÞgfTg
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herein, fMa;ig denotes the additional displacement subgroup
or submanifold of the ith limb except the target submanifold,
i.e., fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞg in this paper.
In order to guarantee that the synthesized mechanism is




fMa;ig ¼ fEg ð4Þ
where fEg denotes rigid connection without relative motions.
Comparing Eq. (3) with the 6-D rigid body motion dis-
placement subgroup fDg, it’s informed that fMa;ig could be
the following displacement subgroup or the displacement sub-
manifold constituted by the combination of the following dis-
placement subgroups: fEg, fRðP; gÞg, fTðmÞg, fTðPluÞg,
fTðPlvÞg, fTðPlcÞg, and fTg, where g represents unit vector
that is not correlated with unit vectors u and v, m represents
unit vector of the arbitrary translational axis, Plu and Plv
denote the translational plane that is perpendicular to vectors
u and v, respectively, Plc represents the translational plane that
is not perpendicular to vectors u and v, fTðmÞg describes 1-D
translation parallel to unit vector m, fTðPlÞg denotes 2-D
translations parallel to plane Pl, and fTg represents 3-D trans-
lations in space. Consequently, the following xRMyTM (x= 2,
3 and y= 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively) motions shown in Table 1
could be the potential limb motions for 2-DoF RPMs, where
RM and TM represent the rotational and translational motions,
respectively, and x and y denote the numbers of the rotational
and translational motions, respectively.
Through further analysis on those potential limb motions,
it’s revealed that some xRMyTM motions contain an inactive
portion that does not contribute to the function of the whole
unity. Namely, if the inactive portion being deleted from the
xRMyTM motions, then the remainders still own the capability
to realize the desired 2-DoF rotational motion.
Since the 1-D translation lacks of capability to influence the
property of the rotational motion and the 2-D translations
could not change the rotational axis that is not perpendicular
to its translational plane, the 1-D translational subgroup
fTðmÞg of the 2RM1TM motion fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfTðmÞg,
the 2-D translational subgroup fTðPlcÞg of the 2RM2TM
motion fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfTðPlcÞg, and the 1-D translational
subgroup fTðmÞg of the 3R1T motion fSðPÞgfTðmÞg are inac-Please cite this article in press as: Song Y et al. Type synthesis of 2-DoF rotational
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.05.005tive portions. Besides, it should be pointed out that the desired
motion in this paper is 2-DoF rotations about the center point
of the moving platform, so the u axis of the 2RM2TM motion
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfTðPlvÞg must pass through the center
point P, which leads to the function of the 2RM2TM motion
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfTðPlvÞg equaling to the 2RM motion
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞg. In consequence, the portion fTðPlvÞg is
not active in the 2RM2TM motion fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞg
fTðPlvÞg. The inactive portions in the limb motions not only
have no practical functions in assembling the target mecha-
nism, but also increase the manufacture and assembly difficul-
ties. Therefore, these motions including inactive portions are
eliminated from the available limb motions for the 2-DoF
RPMs.
In addition, the 6-D rigid body motion displacement sub-
group fDg contains all the possible xRMyTM motions, so the
intersection of the displacement subgroup fDg and other xRM-
yTM motions is still the xRMyTM motion. Hence, in order to
generate the desired 2-DoF rotational motion, the displace-
ment subgroup fDg only can be utilized with the 2RM motion
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞg. Furthermore, no assembly principle is
needed for the displacement subgroup fDg. Therefore, the
analysis of the displacement subgroup fDg is omitted in the
following sections for simplicity.
With the help of the following subgroup equivalent proper-
ties: fRðP; uÞgfTðPluÞg ¼ fGðuÞg, fTg ¼ fTðPluÞgfTðPlvÞg,
and fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞgfRðP; gÞg ¼ fSðPÞg, the available limb
motions discussed in this paper can be classified and trans-
formed into the following forms: 2RM submanifold
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞg, 3RM subgroup fSðPÞg, 2RM2TM subman-
ifold fGðuÞgfRðP; vÞg, 2RM3TM submanifold fGðuÞgfGðvÞg,
and 3RM2TM submanifold fGðuÞgfSðPÞg, where fGðuÞg repre-
sents the 3-D planar gliding motions perpendicular to vector u
and fSðPÞg denotes the 3-D rotations about point P.
In order to generate topological structures of limbs corre-
sponding to available displacement subgroup and submani-
folds for 2-DoF RPMs, three steps need to be carried
out.20,21,23 The primary step is to utilize the revolute joint (R
joint), spherical joint (S joint), and planar joint to replace
the corresponding displacement subgroups fRðP; uÞg,
fSðPÞg, and fGðuÞg. Based on this, the primary structures of
open-loop limbs are derived. The second step is to expand
the primary structures by introducing the equivalent genera-
tors of the R joint, S joint, and planar joint. The third step
is to simplify the redundant generators. Based on the proper-
ties of the displacement subgroups and submanifolds, some
generators of certain displacement submanifolds can be
simplified.
It is noted that the topology structures of limbs correspond
to the displacement subgroups and submanifolds; however, the
kind and number of the former are more than those of the lat-
ter. For brevity, the assembly principles would be defined for
the displacement subgroups and submanifolds.3. Subgroup and submanifold characteristics
Although the displacement subgroups or submanifolds can
describe the continuous motions of the rigid body, the intersec-
tion operations of the displacement subgroups or submani-
folds mainly depend on the mathematical inclusive concept.







































































Fig. 2 Displacement subgroup or submanifolds of available
limbs.
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26 October 2016to be applied to mechanisms with multiple limbs. For this rea-
son, the authors of this paper25 defined the subgroup charac-
teristic using simple geometrical symbols and provided the
intersection operation principles for spherical parallel mecha-
nisms. For a reader’s convenience, the subgroup characteristic
is recalled in this paper as shown in Fig. 1 briefly, where Q is an
arbitrary point within plane Pl. It should be noticed that the
line in the characteristic symbol directly represents the rota-
tional or translational axis, while the boundaries of the plane,
cubic or sphere do not demonstrate the actual axes of the cor-
responding motion. More specifically, the translational plane
denotes 2-D translations along any two axes parallel with the
plane; the cubic means 3-D general translations along any
three axes in space; and the sphere represents 3-D rotations
about any three axes passing through the spherical center.
As the extension of the displacement subgroup characteris-
tic, the displacement submanifold characteristic may be
described by the combination of the displacement subgroup
characteristics. However, part of certain displacement sub-
group characteristics may merge with others when multiple
displacement subgroups coexist in one displacement
submanifold.
In order to describe the explicit characteristics of the feasi-
ble displacement submanifold for the 2-DoF RPM, the specific
displacement submanifold satisfying the characteristic fusion
conditions is equivalent to the product of displacement sub-
groups in a more concise and obvious manner, which is much
more suitable for the synthesis of the 2-DoF RPM with multi-
ple limbs. The equivalent results are expressed in Eqs. (5) and
(6), and the characteristics of the available limbs for the 2-DoF
RPM are shown in Fig. 2.
fRðF; uÞgfTg ¼ fRðM; uÞgfTg ð5Þ
fGðuÞgfGðvÞg ¼ fRðM; uÞgfRðN; vÞgfTg ð6Þ
where F is a fixed point;M and N are different arbitrary points
in space.
4. Assembly principles
As shown in Fig. 2, the displacement subgroup or submani-
folds of available limbs constituting a 2-DoF RPM are pro-
vided, from which at least two subgroups or submanifolds
can be selected to form an intersection set in terms of 2-D rota-
tional submanifold under prescribed assembly principles. The
selected subgroups or submanifolds correspond to the limbs
with different type structures, which can be employed to con-
stitute a 2-DoF RPM with a fixed base and a moving platform.Fig. 1 Displacement subgroup characteristics.
Please cite this article in press as: Song Y et al. Type synthesis of 2-DoF rotational
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.05.005Herein, the assembly principles of the displacement subgroups
or submanifolds are the key and challenging issue to synthesize
2-DoF RPMs.
As shown in Fig. 3, a set of n displacement subgroups or
submanifolds are selected from Fig. 2 to be assembled toward
a target submanifold, i.e., a 2-D rotational submanifold. It is
noted that the assemblage of the n displacement subgroups
or submanifolds is carried out by unit of the intersection oper-
ation of two displacement subgroups or submanifolds succes-
sively. Bearing in mind the target submanifold, the assembly
principles should be obeyed during the intersection operation
of any two displacement subgroups or submanifolds.
The results of the intersection operation of any two dis-
placement subgroups or submanifolds selected from Fig. 2
can be classified into two types. The first type is referred to
as Type A, which means that the intersection set of any two
displacement subgroups or submanifolds directly equals to a
2-DoF rotational submanifold. The corresponding assembly
principles and intersection set characteristics are given in
Table 2 and Fig. 4, in which Pi and Qi denote the points in
the ith displacement subgroup or submanifold, ui and vi repre-
sent the rotational axes in the ith displacement submanifold,
and Pli means the translational plane in the ith displacement
submanifold. The other type is referred to as Type B, whichFig. 3 Assemblage of n displacement subgroups or
submanifolds.
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26 October 2016represents that the intersection set of two displacement sub-
groups or submanifolds is a high-dimensional displacement
subgroup or submanifold including a 2-D rotational subman-
ifold, and the assembly principles and intersection set charac-
teristics of Type B are given in Table 3 and Fig. 5.
It should be noticed that the intersection sets of certain
types given in Table 3, for instance, Type B.5.2, Type B.7.2,
and Type B.8.5, contain displacement submanifolds which
are not included in Fig. 2, such as fRðP2; u1ÞgfRðP2; v1Þg
fTðnÞg, fSðP1ÞgfTðnÞg, and fRðP2; u1ÞgfRðP2; v1ÞgfTðPl2Þg.
Seemingly, these displacement submanifolds can achieve 2-D
rotational motion; nevertheless, the translational subgroups
in each aforementioned displacement submanifold practically
make no contribution to the feature of the rotational ingredi-
ent, which means that these translational subgroups are not
indispensable for the intersection operation. Therefore, such
submanifolds including the inactive translational subgroups
have been culled in Fig. 2. Actually, the aforementioned dis-
placement submanifolds including the inactive translational
subgroups can be generated by special limb structures, such
as closed-loop limbs or parallelogram structures. Regarding
the displacement submanifolds containing the inactive transla-
tional subgroups, the translational subgroups and rotational
ingredient should be treated separately when assembling these
displacement submanifolds including the inactive translational
subgroups with other displacement subgroups or submani-
folds. More specifically, the rotational ingredient should obey
the assembly principles given in Tables 2 and 3 in this paper.
The translation subgroups should be eliminated by the transla-
tional subgroup intersection operation, whose assembly princi-
ples have been given in the authors’ previous work.25 The
intersection operation of the displacement submanifolds
including the inactive translational subgroups will be demon-
strated in detail by examples.
According to the assembly principles shown in Tables 2 and
3, the minimum limb number of synthesized 2-DoF RPMs
complying the assembly principles of Type A is two, while it
becomes three when applying the assembly principles of Type
B. Furthermore, 2-DoF RPMs with four, five, and more limbs
can also be synthesized by reusing the Type A and Type B
assembly principles. Moreover, the type structures of 2-DoF
RPMs would be enriched with the help of limb structure equiv-
alent replacement. By the aforementioned steps, all kinds of 2-Table 2 Assembly principles of Type A.
Type A Intersection operation
A.1 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg \ fRðP2; u2ÞgfRðP2; v2Þg
A.2 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg \ fSðP2Þg
A.3 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfRðP2; v2Þg
A.4 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfGðv2Þg
A.5 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg
A.6 fSðP1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfRðP2; v2Þg
A.7 fSðP1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfGðv2Þg
A.8 fSðP1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg
Note: l denotes the unit vector of the line passing through points P1 and
Please cite this article in press as: Song Y et al. Type synthesis of 2-DoF rotational
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.05.005DoF RPMs would be successfully synthesized. In order to
illustrate the synthesis procedures, the type synthesis of 2-
DoF RPMs with two and three limbs is selected as examples
to be carried out in details.
According to Lie group theory, lots of different limb struc-
tures correspond to the same displacement subgroup or sub-
manifold, for instance, RRR, RU, UR, and S are all limb
structures for the displacement subgroup fSðPÞg. For simplic-
ity, only R joint is chosen in this paper to construct limb struc-
tures. Corresponding to the displacement subgroup or
submanifolds of available limbs shown in Fig. 2, RPuR
P
v ,
ðRRRÞPS , ðRRRÞuRPv , ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv, and ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS
are selected as exemplary limbs to represent 2RM submanifold
fRðP; uÞgfRðP; vÞg, 3RM subgroup fSðPÞg, 2RM2TM subman-
ifold fGðuÞgfRðP; vÞg, 2RM3TM submanifold fGðuÞgfGðvÞg,
and 3RM2TM submanifold fGðuÞgfSðPÞg, respectively, where
RPu indicates that the rotational axis of R joint parallels with
unit vector u and passes through point P, ðRRRÞPS denotes that
all three R joints within the bracket pass through point P and
their motions can equal to one spherical rotation, and ðRRRÞu
implies that the axes of three R joints within the bracket par-
allel to unit vector u and their motions equal to one planar
motion.
Therefore, applying the assembly principles of Type A to
assemble the exemplary limb structures constructed before,
the type synthesis of 2-DoF RPMs with two limbs can be
accomplished and the typical type structures are shown in
Table 4.
Regarding 2-DoF RPMs with three limbs, there are two
solutions. As shown in Fig. 3, the intersection set of any two
displacement subgroups or submanifolds could participate in
subsequent intersection operation. Therefore, the first method
to synthesize 2-DoF RPMs with three limbs is to utilize each
limb combination of Type A as one unity and then rerun the
assembly principles of Type A to find the suitable assembly
principles for each limb combination to construct 2-DoF
RPMs with three limbs. On the other hand, taking each inter-
section set of Type B as unity and determining the suitable
assembly principles for applicable limb combinations are the
other ways to synthesize 2-DoF RPMs with three limbs. The
typical type structures of 2-DoF RPMs with three limbs are
shown in Table 5.Assembly principle Intersection set
u1 ¼ u2, v1 ¼ v2, P1 ¼ P2 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg
P1 ¼ P2 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg
u1 ¼ u2, v1 ¼ v2, P2 2 v1 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg
u1 ¼ u2, v1 ¼ v2 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg
u1 ¼ u2, P2 2 v1 fRðP1; u1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg
P1 2 v2 fRðP1; u2ÞgfRðP1; v2Þg
– fRðP1; u2ÞgfRðP1; v2Þg
P1 – P2, l – u2 fRðP1; u2ÞgfRðP1; lÞg
P2.







































Fig. 4 Intersection set characteristics of Type A.
Table 3 Assembly principles of Type B.
Type B Intersection operation Assembly principle Intersection set
B.1 fSðP1Þg \ fSðP2Þg P1 ¼ P2 fSðP1Þg
B.2 fSðP1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg P1 ¼ P2 fSðP1Þg
B.3 fGðu1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfRðP2; v2Þg u1 ¼ u2, v1 ¼ v2, P2 2 v1 fGðu1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg
B.4 fGðu1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfGðv2Þg u1 ¼ u2, v1 ¼ v2 fGðu1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg
B.5.1 fGðu1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg u1 ¼ u2, P2 2 v1 fGðu1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg
B.5.2 fGðu1ÞgfRðP1; v1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg u1 – u2, P2 2 v1 fRðP2; u1ÞgfRðP2; v1ÞgfTðnÞg
B.6 fGðu1ÞgfGðv1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfGðv2Þg u1 ¼ u2, v1 ¼ v2 fGðu1ÞgfGðv1Þg
B.7.1 fGðu1ÞgfGðv1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg u1 ¼ u2 fGðu1ÞgfRðP2; v1Þg
B.7.2 fGðu1ÞgfGðv1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg u1 – u2 fRðP2; u1ÞgfRðP2; v1ÞgfTðPl2Þg
B.8.1 fGðu1ÞgfSðP1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg P1 – P2, u1 ¼ u2, l– u1 fGðu1ÞgfRðP1; lÞg
B.8.2 fGðu1ÞgfSðP1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg P1 – P2, u1 – u2, l ¼ u2 fRðP2; u1ÞgfRðP2; lÞgfTðnÞg
B.8.3 fGðu1ÞgfSðP1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg P1 – P2, u1 – u2, l– u1, l– u2 fRðP1; u2ÞgfRðP1; lÞgfTðnÞg
Or
fRðP2; u1ÞgfRðP2; lÞgfTðnÞg
B.8.4 fGðu1ÞgfSðP1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg P1 ¼ P2, u1 ¼ u2 fGðu1ÞgfSðP1Þg
B.8.5 fGðu1ÞgfSðP1Þg \ fGðu2ÞgfSðP2Þg P1 ¼ P2, u1 – u2 fSðP1ÞgfTðnÞg
Note: l denotes the unit vector of the line passing through points P1 and P2, while n is the unit vector of the intersection line of two planes Pl1
and Pl2.
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RPMs with two limbs and three limbs is taken as example to
illustrate the type synthesis method. Through this method, 2-
DoF RPMs with more limbs can also be synthesized. How-
ever, for the sake of simplicity, the type structures of 2-DoF
RPMs with more limbs are not exhibited in this paper.
5. 2-DoF RPM with circular track
As mentioned above, the 2-DoF RPM will be synthesized by
selecting the required limbs corresponding to the displacement
subgroup or submanifolds in Fig. 2, whose intersection opera-
tions have to obey the assembly principles provided in Sec-
tion 4. Compared with the parallel mechanisms with more
than two degrees of freedom, the 2-DoF RPM has more con-
straints, which leads to the difficulty and complexity in the
design of type structures. As an alternative form of a revolute
pair, a circular track is made of one circular path and its cor-
responding movable slide. By using the movable slide to trans-
late along the circular path, the circular track can achieve 1-DPlease cite this article in press as: Song Y et al. Type synthesis of 2-DoF rotational
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.05.005rotation about its center line without locating any physical
joint along the rotational axis.25 By providing a circular path
along its circumference, the circular track transfers the rota-
tion about its center line to a translation along its circular
path, which relieves the assembly difficulty associated with
the intersecting rotational axes.
As shown in Fig. 6, a 2-DoF RPM with a circular track is
proposed. The type structure can be represented by




RPv4 , where P
O
w1
denotes the circular track whose center
line parallels with the unit vector w1 and passes through the
circular track’s center point O. More specifically, the axes of
two R joints and the distal axis of U joint are parallel to each
other in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd limbs, respectively; the proximal
axis of U joint in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd limbs is passing through
the center point of U joint in the 4th limb; the center line of the
circular track which is shared by the 1st and 3rd limbs coin-
cides with the axis of R joint in the 4th limb and passes
through the center point of U joint in the 4th limb, which
































Fig. 5 Intersection set characteristics of Type B.
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26 October 2016It should be pointed out that, as shown in Fig. 6, the circu-
lar track is capable of supporting the movable slides in the 1st
and 3rd limbs to realize the translation along its circular path.
Based on Lie group theory, this motion generated by the circu-
lar track should be described as fRðO;w1Þg, a rotational
motion toward the center line of the circular track. However,
as shown in Fig. 6, the slide of the 2nd limb is fixed to the cir-
cular track. This deters the 2nd limb from achieving the afore-
mentioned rotational motion. Therefore, the displacement
submanifolds of the four limbs can be expressed as
fM1g ¼ fRðP;w1ÞgfGðu1ÞgfRðP; v1Þg ¼ fGðu1ÞgfSðPÞg ð7ÞPlease cite this article in press as: Song Y et al. Type synthesis of 2-DoF rotational
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.05.005fM2g ¼ fGðu2ÞgfRðP; v2Þg ð8Þ
fM3g ¼ fRðP;w3ÞgfGðu3ÞgfRðP; v3Þg ¼ fGðu3ÞgfSðPÞg ð9Þ
fM4g ¼ fRðP;w4ÞgfRðP; u4ÞgfRðP; v4Þg ¼ fSðPÞg ð10Þ
Bearing in mind the target submanifold, employing the
assembly principle of Type B.5.2 in the intersection operation
of fM1g and fM2g leads to
fM1g \ fM2g ¼ fGðu1ÞgfSðPÞg \ fGðu2ÞgfRðP; v2Þg
¼ fRðP; u2ÞgfRðP; v2ÞgfTðw1Þg ð11Þ
The translational subgroup fTðw1Þg in Eq. (11) is inactive
for the following intersection operation with the 3rd and 4th
displacement submanifolds and it should be treated separately
from the rotational ingredient fRðP; u2ÞgfRðP; v2Þg.
Employing the assembly principle of Type A.5, the intersec-











Table 5 Typical type structures of 2-DoF RPMs with three limbs.
Assembly principle Type structure
Type A 2 RPuRPv & ðRRRÞPS 2 RPuRPv & ðRRRÞuRPv 2 RPuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv
2 RPuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS 2 ðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv 2 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuRPv
2 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv 2 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞP
0
S 2 ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & RPuRPv
2 ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞPS 2 ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv RPuRPv & ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuRPv
RPuR
P





v & ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuRPv RPuRPv & ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv
RPuR
P
v & ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS RPuRPv & ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv
RPuR
P
v & ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv RPuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS





v & ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS RPuRPv & ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS
RPuR
P
v & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS
ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞP
0
S
Type B 2 ðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv 2 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuRPv 2 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv
2 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS 2 ðRRRÞuRPv & RPuRPv 2 ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞPS
2 ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & RPuRPv 2 ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞPS 2 ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv
2 ðRRRÞuðRRRÞP
0
S & ðRRRÞPS ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv
ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & RPuRPv
ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞPS ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞPS
ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞu0 ðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞu0 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞPS
ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv
ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞu0 ðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv ðRRRÞuðRRRÞv & ðRRRÞu0 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞPS
ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv ðRRRÞuðRRRÞP1S & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞP2S & RPuRPv
ðRRRÞuRPv & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv ðRRRÞuðRRRÞP1S & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞP2S & ðRRRÞPS
ðRRRÞuðRRRÞP1S & ðRRRÞlðRRRÞP2S & RP2u RP2l ðRRRÞuðRRRÞP1S & ðRRRÞlðRRRÞP2S & ðRRRÞP2S
ðRRRÞu1 ðRRRÞP1S & ðRRRÞu2 ðRRRÞP2S & RP1u2 RP1l ðRRRÞu1 ðRRRÞP1S & ðRRRÞu2 ðRRRÞP2S & ðRRRÞP1S
ðRRRÞu1 ðRRRÞ
P1







S & ðRRRÞu2 ðRRRÞ
P2
S & ðRRRÞP2S
ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞu0 ðRRRÞPS & RPuRPv ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞu0 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuRPv
ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞu0 ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS ðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuðRRRÞPS & ðRRRÞuRPv
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Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of a 2-DoF RPM with a circular
track.
Please cite this article in press as: Song Y et al. Type synthesis of 2-DoF rotational
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.05.005ððfM1g \ fM2gÞ \ fM3gÞ \ fM4g
¼ fRðP; u2ÞgfRðP; v2ÞgfTðw1Þg \ fSðPÞg
¼ fRðP; u2ÞgfRðP; v2Þg ð13Þ
As shown in Fig. 6, it is informed from Eq. (13) that the
RPM shown in Fig. 6 is capable of two rotations described
by a 2-D rotational submanifold, whose rotational axes are
determined by the 2nd limb and rotational center coincides
with the center of the moving platform.
6. 2-DoF RPM with articulated rotating platform
In general, the moving platform of a parallel mechanism is
always connected with a fixed base by open-loop limbs as
one rigid body. In order to achieve required motion, such as
rotations with large angles and gripping motion for irregular
shapes, an articulated traveling platform26,27 and articulated
gripping platform28 have been introduced to parallel mecha-
nisms to replace the rigid moving platform. Inspired by this
idea, an articulated rotating platform is defined in this paper
as that the platform is composed by more than one rigid part
articulated by one or more joints to generate relatively rota-
tional motion between its subparts. Without loss of generality,
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26 October 2016in terms of sub-part I and sub-part II. The function of sub-part
I is to support and generate relative rotational motion for sub-
part II, which is utilized to connect with the end-effector to
export the desired motion. By introducing the articulated
rotating platform to the 2-DoF RPM, the assembly difficulty
can be reduced significantly.
As shown in Fig. 7, a 2-DoF RPM with an articulated
rotating platform is proposed.29 The moving platform is com-
posed of sub-part I and sub-part II, which are articulated by
one revolute joint. Sub-part I and sub-part II are actuated
by closed-loop limbs I and II, respectively. Closed-loop limbs
I is constructed by the 1st and 3rd limbs, which are jointed
to the 1st rod. Similarly, closed-loop limbs II is made up of
the 2nd and 4th limbs, which are linked to the 2nd rod. As
shown in Fig. 7, the distal axes of U joints and revolute axes
of R joints in closed-loop limbs I and closed-loop limbs II
are parallel to each other, respectively; the proximal axes of
U joints in each close-loop limbs coincide with each other
and pass through the center of sub-part I, which can be desig-
nated as the center of the moving platform; the axes of the
three R joints in each closed-loop limbs are arranged within
one plane, respectively.
It is worth noticing that sub-part I and sub-part II are artic-
ulated through one R joint, whose axis passes through the cen-
ter point of the articulated rotating platform. This articulated
structure enables the articulated rotating platform to generate
one relative rotation fRðP;wÞg between its two sub-parts. Due
to the function of sub-part I, the relative rotation generated by
the structure of the articulated platform should be ascribed to
the motion of sub-part I. Furthermore, since the 1st actuated
joint passes through the midpoint of the 1st rod and the center
point of the articulated platform locates at the midpoint of rod
B1B3, which is the opposite side of the 1st rod in the parallel-
ogram A1B1B3A3, the parallelogram structure ensures that
sub-part I has the rotational motion fRðP; u1Þg. Similarly,
sub-part II is also guaranteed to have rotational motion
fRðP; u2Þg. Therefore, combining the motions generated by
the proximal axes of U joints and the motions produced by
the parallelograms, the displacement submanifolds of each
closed-loop limbs can be described as




















Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of a 2-DoF RPM with an articulated
rotating platform.
Please cite this article in press as: Song Y et al. Type synthesis of 2-DoF rotational
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.05.005fM2g ¼ fRðP; u2ÞgfRðP; v2ÞgfTðg2Þg ð15Þ
where g1 and g2 are unit vectors within the parallelogram plane
in closed-loop limbs I and closed-loop limbs II, respectively.
The displacement subgroups fTðg1Þg and fTðg2Þg are gener-
ated by the parallelogram and inactive for the following inter-
section operation. Therefore, they should be treated separately
from the rotational ingredient fSðPÞg and
fRðP; u2ÞgfRðP; v2Þg.
Bearing in mind the target submanifold, employing the
assembly principle of Type A.2 in the intersection operation




As show in Fig. 7, it is informed from Eq. (16) that the pro-
posed RPM is capable of 2-D rotations, whose rotational axes
are determined by closed-loop limbs II and rotational center
coincides with the center of the moving platform.
From what has been discussed in Sections 5 and 6, even
though the mechanisms in both Figs. 6 and 7 belong to the cat-
egory of multiple closed-loop mechanisms, they still contain
unique characteristics. Fig. 6 shows a typical example of 2-
DoF RPMs with a circular track, while Fig. 7 displays a pro-
totype of 2-DoF RPMs constructed of an articulated rotating
platform. Therefore, the fundamental differences between
these mechanisms come from the unique properties of these
core components: the circular track and the articulated rotat-
ing platform. As discussed before, the circular track is able
to provide a rotation without placing any physical joint along
its rotational axis by transforming the rotational motion about
its central axis to a translation along its circular path. This
relieves the assembly difficulties regarding the intersectional
axes. On the other hand, the articulated rotating platform
reforms the traditional rigid moving platform into two sub-
parts, which are rotationally connected by one R joint. Com-
pared with a traditional rigid platform, the distinct construc-
tion of the articulated rotating platform supplies an extra
rotation. From what has been discussed above, the core con-
struction concepts of the mechanisms in Figs. 6 and 7 are dif-
ferent. Besides, the layouts of limbs are different between these
mechanisms. Even though both mechanisms in Figs. 6 and 7
are composed of four limbs, the two opposite limbs of the
mechanism in Fig. 7 are demanded to form a parallelogram,
which is the essential condition to ensure the 2-DoF rotation
of the mechanism in Fig. 7, while the mechanism in Fig. 6
has a limb connected to the centers of the circular track and
the moving platform.
For the inter-satellite link antenna, the aforementioned dif-
ferent properties lead to differences in tracking velocity, work-
ing space, and stiffness performance for the mechanisms in
Figs. 6 and 7. Mainly based on type structure distinctions
and not taking the optimal design into account, compared with
the mechanism in Fig. 7, the mechanism in Fig. 6 has lower
velocity and less working space because of the constriction
of U joint located in the center of the moving platform. How-
ever, thanks to this U joint, the mechanism in Fig. 6 should
possess better stiffness performance than that in Fig. 7.
However different these mechanisms are, the mechanisms
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 still retain the merits of multiple
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26 October 2016mechanisms, the geometrical errors of joints in limbs of multi-
ple closed-loop mechanisms have a higher possibility to be
compensated by the closed-loop structure, which makes the
mechanisms in Figs. 6 and 7 to obtain advantage in accuracy.
Besides, the high acceleration effect and exerted payload on
the platform are more likely to be rationally distributed to
multiple closed-loop limbs. Consequently, the high velocity
and stiffness performance of these mechanisms are better than
those of serial structure mechanisms. Based on these outstand-
ing properties generated from the type structure, the mecha-
nisms shown in Figs. 6 and 7 are suitable for the inter-
satellite link antenna.
7. Conclusions
Based upon Lie group theory, this paper focuses on the type
synthesis of 2-DoF RPMs that would be applied as mecha-
nisms actuating the inter-satellite link antenna. The following
conclusions are drawn.
(1) According to that the continuous motion of the moving
platform is the intersection of those of all open-loop
limbs, all available displacement subgroup and subman-
ifolds are obtained readily. These subgroup and sub-
manifolds are used to generate topology structures of
limbs.
(2) By describing the characteristics of the displacement
subgroup and submanifolds intuitively through employ-
ing simple geometrical symbols, their intersection and
union operations can be carried out easily.
(3) The assembly principles of two types are defined, which
are used as the rules to assemble the selected limbs to a
2-DoF RPM with a fixed base and a moving platform.
(4) Two novel categories of 2-DoF RPMs are provided by
introducing a circular track and an articulated rotating
platform, respectively, which demonstrate the employ-
ment of the assembly principles in the topology synthesis
of 2-DoF RPMs.
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